Complex and cryptic chromosomal rearrangements involving the MLL gene in acute leukemia: a study of 7 patients and review of the literature.
Chromosomal rearrangements involving the MLL gene have been associated with many different types of hematological malignancies. Most of them are easily recognized by conventional cytogenetics. However, in some cases, complex, unusual or cryptic rearrangements make the MLL involvement difficult or impossible to be detected by conventional cytogenetics. Fluorescent in situ hybridization with a panel of probes coupled with long distance inverse-PCR was used to identify chromosomal rearrangements involving the MLL gene. Seven unusual chromosomal rearrangements were identified, including two complex translocations, three insertions of material of chromosome 11 in another chromosome and one insertion of chromosome material into the MLL gene. Conventional cytogenetics showed three patients to have a deletion of 11q; one had an unexpected t(6;11)(q27;q23) whereas the other two patients had also an insertion of MLL material in another chromosome. Concurrent 3' deletion in the MLL rearrangement was observed in two patients. We recommend a systematic approach to be used in all cases of acute leukemia starting with FISH analyses using a commercially available MLL split signal probe. Should an abnormality be discovered, the analysis has to be completed by further molecular cytogenetic and genomic PCR methods in order to unravel the recombination mechanism.